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Students Give Ideas On Ogden's Main Attraction

Best of Collection To Be Used In Bulletin To Prospective Students For Spring Term

Without time to formulate any theoretical reasons as to why the students like Ogden, President Whittle quietly passed out paper at chapel last week and gave a few minutes to answer the question, 'What at Ogden appeals to you most?'

The results were not startling. After the tabulation, there were four leading reasons, 'Close Contact of Instructor and Student,' leading with 32.3 per cent; 'Ogden Spirit,' following with 20.15 per cent; 'Athletics,' with 15.34 per cent; and ending with 'Discipline,' polling 7.69 per cent. Several other reasons were given but are only slightly different from those named.

The contents of the papers can be expressed by selecting a few typical ones:

'The reason I like Ogden is because of the fellowship that is developed here, the way it holds even to the oldest alumni, creating the faith that the alumni have in the undergraduate.'

'I believe the best fellowship in the world exists at Ogden. It is the most democratic place I have ever seen. Money, clothes and things of that sort do not affect your standing either way. You are judged solely by yourself. If you are worthy, you are admitted to this host of quiet, but good fellows. If you are not, you are made worthy before you leave the school and all your life you appreciate Ogden fellowship.'

'The thing which I like most at Ogden is the freedom allowed the students. That is, you can do almost what you want to as long as

(Continued on Page Four.)

Johnson To Propose Tri-State Athletic Conference

Seven Schools In Indiana, Tennessee And Kentucky Suggested As Members

Plans are being made for a Tri-State Athletic Conference that will embrace about seven of the smaller colleges in western Kentucky and Tennessee and in southern Indiana. Nothing definite has been done about the matter, but the idea has met with hearty approval from all parties who have been approached on the subject.

The conference would probably invite Evansville and Oak City Colleges from Indiana, Bethel College and Southwestern University from Tennessee, and Bethel, Murray and Ogden from Kentucky. A certain number of games would be played in the conference which would determine the championship, but ample provision would be made for games with other teams.

Since the arrival of Coach Johnson, he has had the conference idea in his mind as he has been up against the hardships of schedule making and the misunderstandings that some sort of a union would eliminate. Ogden is a small school and it is more than likely that it will remain comparatively small. Under the conditions that now exist, it is impossible for Ogden to join any of the larger associations. Practically all of the above named schools are having the same difficulties and are interested in the movement.

First Quarter Ends Friday

School Is In Prosperous Condition After Ten Weeks Work.

The first quarter ends Friday. It doesn’t hardly seem possible, but it is true. Quarterly exams have been the lot of every Ogdenite this week and some have had quite a bit of difficulty in surmounting the obstacles.

However, the work at Ogden this quarter has been above the average. There has been less friction in the operation of the school than ever before and it has seemed that the student body is more interested and more capable of doing the work.

Student activities have flourished. The football team is making a very creditable record and the Cardinal is in excellent financial condition.

Hi-Y Organized By Prep. Dept.

New Club Meets With Hearty Response Among Preps.

About twenty representative leaders of the Preparatory Department met at the Y. M. C. A. last Monday night for the purpose of re-organizing the Hi-Y Club. The following officers were elected:

President............Paul Hampton
Vice President.......Frank Thomas
Secretary...............John Lawrence
Treasurer..................Holman Fitch

Professor Wells was nominated as Faculty Advisor but had not accepted at the time this article was written.

The Hi-Y Club endeavors to make better citizens of its members. Clean living and Christian fellowship are the cardinal virtues inculcated into the minds and hearts of every young man who joins the club.

In order to promote closer communication between the members, a dinner is held each week at the Y-M-C-A and all the hearty chaps assemble to take their regu

(Continued on Page Four.)
WEARING THE COLORS.

IT IS indeed gratifying to see the large number of students and friends wearing the old Red and Green this fall. No two colors could possibly look better at the football games. Neckties, hats and caps are banding the Ogden man while numerous ribbons are helping our fairer friends to “sight the world.” Let’s keep up the good work.

THE KERNEL AND THE TIMES

THE Louisville Times, in the issue of September 29, charged the Kentucky Kernel, the official student publication of State, with being under the direct control of the faculty of the institution. Naturally, the Kernel took offense and issued a declaration of independence that will do well for college papers to follow.

Whatever the quarrel between the Times and Kernel may have been, it might be well to remind our readers that the Cardinal is a student publication in the strictest sense of the word. The Ogden faculty has never compelled the publication of any article and has never censored a single line.

Our faculty has always aided the paper in every possible way and without this co-operation, it is more than likely that the Cardinal would not be in existence today. However, that does not mean that the paper is not under student control.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

Of all the literature that is dumped in the Cardinal office, more deals with freedom of speech than with any other subject. It seems as if a great many people are very much worried about this right of American citizenship being taken from the classroom.

We need no free speech organization at Ogden for we believe that we have one of the most democratic schools in the country. Our assemblies and classes are always open for discussion on any subject of general interest. Our faculty and student body work in harmony leaving nothing undone that will lead to a better understanding of each other’s personality and problems.

Ogden is one place where the above mentioned literature finds a ready waste basket.

What is this we hear about a graveyard shiek and misplaced twenty s’ots?

OUR LITERARY SOCIETIES

A bit of inquiry is being made about the re-organization of the Literary Societies. Last year quite a successful season was had by the various organizations and many of our old speakers are anxious to resume activities.

The Obenchain Cup, which was won last year by the Omicron Society, will again furnish a goal for the contestants and the rivalry should bring about a great deal of interest.

How about a little meeting of the interested parties?

SCHOOL NOTES

The other night, Professor Wells strolled down the street between two policemen. As he passed the “Y”, someone asked if algebra would meet the next day. A teacher has a hard time.

President Whittle spent last Friday and Saturday in Louisville, where he attended the State Convention of the Y. M. C. A.

The President’s home has been completed and President Whittle intends to move sometime this week. The handsome little bungalow is a credit to the school and will be a great convenience for President Whittle.

Eddie Schwartz has a system of turn signals that he gives with his hand for the benefit of Smub Brown during football practice. The system is working fine and is meeting the hearty approval of Mr. Brown.

The U-Drive-It party to Clarksville for the SPU game met with more or less trouble on the way. Guy Howerton arrived with his tribe in time for the third quarter and his temper was literally rained. He is credited with the statement, “Never again.”

Mr. Russell Tichenor returned to school last Monday and is now very busy making up back work. Tich intended to return at the beginning of the school year but an operation for appendicitis proved nearly fatal. However, he pulled through and is the same old Tich.

Bill Pippin has been employed as janitor for Perry Snell Hall, Bill served at Ogden several years ago and was very popular with the faculty and student body. The selection is hard to beat.
S. P. U. Romps Over Cardinals

37 to 0 Score Decisively Demonstrates Superiority of Southwestern

Our football team received its first defeat of the season on October 23, when it journeyed to Clarksville, Tenn., to play Southwestern Presbyterian University. The score of 37 to 0 may be accounted for to a certain extent by the fact that Captain Paul McGinley, one of Ogden’s mainstays and our best ground gainer, was out of the game due to an injured ankle.

Porter, Gene Schwartz and “Wally” McGinley were all injured during the game and most of the men were battered by the weighty Presbyterianers.

The Collegians put up a game fight from start to finish but were plainly outclassed. In the first quarter, SPU scored on a fifty-yard end run and then drop kicked on the try for point. A drop kick from the 30-yard line brought the score to 10 to 0.

The second quarter saw the Ogdenites fighting gamely with the ball deep in their territory. However, they held at the critical time and punted the ball to comparative safety. Toward the end of the half, SPU kicked over with a bare six inches to spare.

In the third quarter, the preachers ran wild, registering three touchdowns as a result of their famous off tackle bucks.

The fourth quarter saw Ogden declare and throwing caution to the wind, make an effort to score. Twice the ball was carried to the five-yard line on passes but the Presbyterianers held and bootied out of danger. This quarter demonstrated that the Cards were still full of fight.

The game was clean and hard fought. It was just a case of superiority.

Rather Harsh!
(Automobile Digest).

A man is something that can see a Critics’ ankle three blocks away while driving a motor car in a crowded city street but will fail to notice in the wide, open countryside the approach of a locomotive the size of a schoolhouse and accompanied by a flock of forty-two box cars.

If every woman’s face was her fortune, some would be arrested for counterfeiting—Nautilus.

“Wally” McGinley Suffers Broken Leg

Accident Occurs In Southwestern Game. Condition Improved

Wallace McGinley, capable end, had his left leg broken between the knee and ankle during the Southwestern game. Both bones were broken. He is improving rapidly and as it is his habit to look on the bright side of things, it is thought that he will be able to get out on crutches this week.

“Wally” is a senior prep and is one of the most popular men in the entire school. He is president of his class and always takes an active part in school activities.

Gene Schwartz, star tackle, suffered a cracked collar bone during the game. It is hoped that he will be able to don a uniform for the Kentucky Wesleyan game.

B E I T S FROM THE GRIDIRON

Willie Rice started at right end in the Tennessee Bethel game and justified Johnson’s choice by several good tackles and the near acceptance of a long pass.

The name Bethel and the score of 6 to 0 seem to be synonymous. Last year and this year, we beat Bethel Russellville 6 to 0 and now Tennessee Bethel beats us by the same score.

Our local high school squad is making a creditable record this year, having come through the season undefeated and with the “dope” all in its favor. The boys are very light but know how to put up a scrum. The Ogdenites are very much interested in this team.

The attendance at the Tennessee Bethel game was very poor considering the caliber of the contest. Ogden students have supported the team fairly well this year but can do better. How about taking a lesson or two from the Normal and turning out 100% for Kentucky Wesleyan?

The Tennessee Bethel boys were loud in their praise of the treatment they received in Bowling Green. Give a man plenty to eat and treat him right, and he is your friend for life. That seems to be Manager Howerton’s motto when he plans to entertain a football team.

Murray Normal Next Opponent

Western Kentucky Teachers Hope To Stage Comeback From Bad Beginning

Ogden plays at Murray, Ky., this week. The Cards have the “dope” on the teachers and are expected to bring in a victory. However, the Ogden squad is not over confident as the numerous injuries that have been sustained during the last two weeks have weakened the team to some extent.

The boys have been putting in some real work this week and have made wonderful progress toward patching up the holes left by Southwestern. As this game marks the opening of athletic activities with Murray, a special effort for a good showing has been made.

FOOTBALL RESULTS.


REMAINING GAMES.


The Kentucky Wesleyan game, which will be played here Thanksgiving Day, is the most important bout of the season. Wesleyan ranks high among the Kentucky teams and a victory will go far toward getting the athletic recognition that Ogden is striving for. Everyone should start boosting now.

The Varsity will be idle next week and unless a game is scheduled for the scrubs, it will be a quiet week. It is not known what Coach Johnson will do but, more than likely, he will give the squad a much needed rest, giving just enough work to keep the men in condition.

Preparations Are Now Being Made For Basketball

With the start of basketball practice about a month away, much inquiry is being made about the prospects for the team this year. Manager Peete is busy with his schedule and uniforms, and hopes to have everything in readiness by the time Coach Johnson issues the first call for candidates.

Practically all of last year’s men are back, and it is more than likely that there will be no prep team this year. This will add many men to the Varsity squad making it possible to organize a light-weight team among the scrubs.

Tennessee Bethel Wins; 6 To 0 Score

Battered Collegians Put Up Game Fight Against Heavy Opponents.

Tennessee Bethel came, saw and, by the hardest, conquered with the narrow margin of six points last Friday on the home field. The game was one of the best that has been staged in Bowling Green this year and the fight put up by the battered Collegians more than satisfied the Ogden backers.

Gene Schwartz and “Wally” McGinley were out of the game due to injuries and the line had been shifted quite a bit in order to patch up the holes.

Ogden outplayed the Tennesseans in the first half and once threatened to score after a series of passes had been successful.

However, in the third quarter, Bethel began a series of line bucks that netted consistent gains. At the start of the fourth period, two successful passes put them in shadow of the goal and line bucks paved the road to the marker. The ball was kept in Ogden territory for the remainder of the game and only the final gun saved another touchdown.

Bethel has had a very successful season this year having held Cumberland University to a 6 to 0 tie and defeating Murray Normal 60 to 0 besides some other less important victories.

Jack Reid starred for Bethel. His ability at hitting the line and taking care of the booting and passing end of the game classed him as one of the best football players to visit Bowling Green this year.
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TH E C A R D I N A L

JOKES
David: “Would you accept a pet monkey?”
She: “Oh, I’ll have to ask father. This is so sudden.”

(Messenger boy with telegram at 1:30 A.M.) “Does Mr. live here?”
(Voice upstairs) “Yes, bring him in.”—Bethel Collegian.

Midnight Alarm.
There was a young lady named Banker,
Who slept while the ship was at anchor.
She awoke in dismay
When she heard the mate say:
“Now, lift up the top-sheet and spanker.”

THE EXCHANGE

The exchange department, along with the other departments of the Cardinal, will be in for its share of improvement. Last year and during the preceding years, not a few school papers were received by the exchange department and this year the list is to be greatly increased. Not only are we interested in what other schools are doing but we want others to know of our activities. This year the department will comment on other school publications and wish that others will do likewise with ours, in order that we may see ourselves as others see us.

RATHER UNIQUE COLLARS
Prof. Johnson, (at Ancient History) “The Old Egyptians wore long white robes with high collars that reached to their ankles.”

“He who laughs last is usually the dumbest”—Exchange.

STUDENTS GIVE IDEAS ON OGDEN'S MAIN ATTRACTION
(Continued from Page One.)
you respect the other fellows’ rights.

“Spirit of student leadership in all activities of the College fits an Ogden man for his dealings with men in the future.”

“While in the classroom, the professor is always on the job in a friendly manner, and while outside of the classroom, he is a real Ogden man.”

“The most appealing thing at Ogden to me is the co-operation which exists between the faculty and the students. It creates a spirit that can not be excelled.”

ALUMNI NOTES

According to reports, Mr. Lowry Breyer is making a fine record at Georgetown College, where he is teaching in the Science Department. He is the youngest and one of the best liked men on the faculty.

Mr. Ward Sumpter, who is completing his work for a Doctor’s degree at Yale, writes that he is enjoying his work more than ever.

Mr. Truman Demunbrun, of last year’s class, is principal of the high school at Graham, Ky.

Mr. Claude Kinslow is in the engineering school of the University of Milwaukee.

Regent R. C. P. Thomas and Thomas Helm attended the Kentucky-Tennessee Convention of the Kiwanis Club last week. They went after the convention for Bowling Green in 1924 and were successful.

A folder on Bowling Green was prepared for advertising purposes at the convention by President Whittle.

Mr. Correll Lawrence, ‘24, is teaching this year at Rowena, Kentucky.

Mr. Perry Snell sends his best wishes for the school year from Washington, D. C.

Hi-Y ORGANIZED BY PREP DEPARTMENT
(Continued from Page One.)
lar place at the table. After the meal is cleaned up to the last crumb, the regular business comes before the club. Matters of interest and importance are brought up and settled in such a way that great good results therefrom.

Many external curriculum activities of great importance to the college have had their source at the Hi-Y Clubs of the past and it is expected that the new club will be of great value to Mother Ogden.

Jack Smith: “Wampus, why don’t you wash your face before you come to school in the morning? I can tell what you had for breakfast today.”
Wampus: “What was it?”
Jack: “Egg.”
Wampus: “You are a liar, it was yesterday morning that I had eggs.”

Wednesday, November 5, 1924.
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